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on the surface, ballance seems to be little more than a run of the mill hero. his trademark cap is perched on his head, he's playing the game of cricket, and he has a friend in igor (although igor is a bit of a creep). but the more you listen, the more you realise that there's something rather
special about the man. he's a bit of an outcast, he's not a very good batter, and he's a bit of an attention-seeking loudmouth, but he's one of the better characters in the book. he's a man with a lot of integrity, and a bit of heart. ballance is a little like us. he has no desire to win at all

costs, so when he loses, he's usually prepared to take the blame. he's an idealist who sees the world as black and white and is about as cynical as his best friend. he's a family man, a good man, and a good cricketer, but he's also a bit of a boy. despite his best efforts he can be a bit of a
pain. the most famous scene in the book concerns the opening game of the english cricket season. as the team begins to assemble, ballance is taunting the opposition. he has the perfect opportunity to make a big score, but he bats badly and he's bowled badly, so he's lucky to get 25.

the team loses the game and ballance is the scapegoat. i've never read a cricket book that treats cricket so well. ballance signed a new contract at yorkshire in 2009, and soon became a regular in the side, forming a solid opening partnership with root. it is from that year that he made his
england debut, playing against bangladesh in chittagong. later that summer he played for england a against a rest of the world xi - the first time he had represented his country at an official level. ballance made his test debut in july 2010, but after losing his first two tests against india

and bangladesh he was dropped from the squad.
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